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Part. I

Quarterly Issues

Weather

Grass Growth

● In the US, adverse weather conditions in many states are causing low grass
growth and discomfort to cows.

● Extreme heat with peaks of over 30 degrees celsius over many parts of western
and central Europe might burden pasture growth and further stress on cows.

● In South America, it's expected that fall weather will bring some comfort to cows
and increase milk production in the southern edge of the continent.

● Average grass growth rates in UK dairy farms is 50.5kg DM/h slightly below the 3
year average.

● Grass dry matter in the UK is currently at 20%.
● Current New Zealand pasture growth is giving indication of a turnaround to year

ago levels.

Price Trends ● Prices of European liquid milk edged up ��40%� QoQ to €48.8 per 100kg.
● Prices of European butter gained ��11%� QoQ to €7418/mt.
● Prices of European SMP were flat QoQ at €4096/mt.
● US grade AA butter closed this week at $2.67.
● US grade A nonfat dry milk closed this week at $1.75.
● The Oceania edible SMP FOB is trading within the range of $3925�4125 per mt.
● The Oceania Cheddar Cheese 39% max moisture FOB is trading within the range

of $4800�$5000 per mt.
● GDT Price index fell ��1.3%� to an average price of $1500 in the last auction.
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Part. II

Quarterly Summary

II.I Dairy

- Milk

- Butter

- Cheese

- Powders
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Part. II                                                                               Quarterly Summary- Dairy

Milk

Europe European Milk production in the second quarter of the year has been below year ago levels.
The seasonal growth in April owing to the spring flush wasn’t strong enough. Milk collection
in Poland edged up in the quarter but the same cannot be said of Germany and France. The
rising cost of feed, replacement heifers, labour and fuel cost is seen to be impacting milk
production in Europe. Production in April was down 186 thousand mt to 12.7 million mt.

UK Input cost pressure among others weighed down on production in the first quarter of the
year. The fundamentals picture in the second quarter has not been far from the former.
Production at the start of the season in April edged up 4% in line with the seasonal trend to
1.22 billion litres but still ��2%� lower YoY. in May production was also down ��1%� to 1.38
billion litres

Oceania Tight fundamentals seen at the start of the year, persisted till the end of the season. Poor
pasture growth meant there wasn't enough grass for cows to craze. Total production for
April and May was 2.3 million mt, down 6% over the same period the previous year.

USA Milk Production across the United States of America has varied month-on-month.
Production in some states were stable while others moved steady to lower. Overall, adverse
weather has pushed total US production in the second quarter lower. Milk production
numbers of 8.6 million mt and 8.9 million mt in April and May respectively were all down 1%
YoY.

Figure 1.
Source: EEX

Outlook

Inflationary pressures and cost impacts would continue to constrain milk production
numbers. Industry contacts suggest it may take some time before farmers become
comfortable to make extra investments to expand milk production. Dairy commodity prices
may thus continue to  stay on the upside at least in the short-term.
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Part. II                                                                               Quarterly Summary- Dairy

Butter

EU The tighter milk supplies in the EU have moved across the butter production chain. Although
butter production is reportedly flat, total output is down YoY. Leading up to the easter
holidays, increased buying activity pushed butter prices. But a wait and see approach by
large buyers toward the end of April kept prices steady. Industry insiders report demand at
present is mixed- while some buyers have increased their spot purchases, others have also
reserved buying with the expectation of a drop in prices.

UK UK Butter held firm over the second quarter of 2022. The AHDB wholesale butter trading
ended the quarter at £6020/mt, up £560 from the end of the first quarter. The gain in butter
has been recorded on the back of gains in cream and lower production. Butter production
according to DEFRA in April was ��0.3%� down to 20 thousand mt.

Oceania Butter sentiments in Oceania have been bearish over the quarter. At the start of the second
quarter saw limited activity from buyers and sellers adding to the already lower demand
from Chinese buyers. Recent activity has caused a slight recovery in butter demand. The
June 21, GDT auction saw  the butter all contracts price increase ��2.4%� to $6213.

USA In May, butter production was ahead in the central areas of the country and steady in the
west while nearby demand was also robust. Over June, availability of cream to make butter
has been ample for processors across the country but reported staffing shortages is limiting
plants ability to run full schedules. Wholesale butter prices have moved up to $6.47/mt from
5.84at the start of April.

Figure 2.
Source: EEX

Outlook
In Europe uncertain milk supplies and the volatile energy markets will keep prices around the
€7000 price level. In Oceania, processors are expected to employ most of the available plant
capacity towards cream and butter. In the US sentiments should remain solid but if staffing
shortages continue we would soon have some tightness come back into the market.
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Part. II                                                                               Quarterly Summary- Dairy

Cheese

EU Cheese production in Europe continues to be sluggish in the second quarter on tighter milk
availability. Demand from the restaurant and retail sector has been strong all through this
quarter. Although prices are high compared to year-ago levels, demand continues to flow
through causing a slight depletion of  rocks of older cheese.

UK Higher demand and tight cheese supplies have been the underylying sentiments in the UK
cheese market. The AHDB UK wholesale mild cheddar prices ended June at £4740/mt, up
£460 from the last trading price in April.

Oceania The fall in milk production in Oceania is keeping cheese production tight. The exact numbers
have been uncertain but lack of demand is keeping a tab on prices from moving up. The
Oceania cheese market continues to move with  uncertainty.

USA Delays in deliveries and some labour shortages are disrupting cheese production in the west
and east of the USA. In other states, producers of cheese are running very busy schedules
owing to decent milk availability. Supplies are available for those who want to take nearby
cover.

Figure 3.
Source: EEX

Outlook
European cheese pieces may stay elevated within the current price bracket. In the USA, the
market will be watching to see if cheese makers will be able to get enough labour to man
plants and increase production. In Oceania, production schedules going into the 3rd quarter
should pick up.
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Part. II                                                                               Quarterly Summary- Dairy

Powders

EU The EU SMP price has moved lower to steady over the quarter. Export demand for EU SMP
has been on the lower end while demand from Chinese buyers has also been mute. Available
SMP stocks remain good to the extent that some sellers are offering the product at
discounted prices.

UK In the UK, fluctuations in the GBP/Euro rate startled SMP markets. Unlike other dairy
commodity prices, the UK AHDB wholesale SMP price gained £50 to end June at £3380/mt
owing to the currency fluctuations.

Oceania
At the start of the quarter, demand for Oceania SMP was stronger than normal. Demand has
since moved a little bit lower but still enough activity to keep producers busy. Exports to
Asian countries have been strong recently but the lower milk production in the region seems
to be impacting SMP production.

USA
In the US powder market, dry whole milk inventories remain comfortable. In the east and
central regions of the country, nonfat dry milk prices have stabilised over the quarter but
buyers perceive current prices to be high so are only buying spots. Warmer temperature
affecting milk production may limit the production of dry products in the near term.

Figure 4.
Source: EEX

Outlook
Higher gas and energy prices remain a concern for SMP producers in Europe. In Oceania,
South Asian buyers may push the pedal on their imports which may keep prices elevated if
milk collection does not improve. Production of dry products in the US may slow if farm level
milk output does not improve.
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About Us
____

Tridge is a Global Trade Ecosystem in the food and
agriculture industry that combines professional network
and data intelligence and makes trustworthy and
sustainable cross-border trades possible. We create and
provide a very unique and powerful global-scale platform
for buyers and suppliers to be connected and do business
with each other more confidently and seamlessly.

Our mission is to become a go-to place for the ultimate
sourcing solutions by creating a safe and reliable trade
community. For Buyers, Tridge consistently provides
extensive market trend data around the globe, creating
opportunities in both untapped and existing markets and
connecting them with credible suppliers. For Suppliers,
we identify and develop sales opportunities from the
regions they could not reach ever before. We combine
state-of-the-art technology to make this happen.

For more information visit:
tridge.com

For more information call:
�82 2 6674 5500

For more information email:
business@tridge.com
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